[Study on transient infection of T cell lines by M tropic HIV-1 strains].
To reveal the mechanism of transient infection of T cell by HIV-1 isolates of early stages from Yunnan and Xinjiang, China. We made these viruses pass on CXCR4 expressing T cell lines and CCR5 expressing U937 cell line. After having observed the biological phenotype, we analyzed sequences of env gene to find genetic mutations of the strains, and used heteroduplex mobility assay (HMA) to show the complexity of the virus groups. Sequence analysis indicated that these viruses are M tropic, NSI strains, correlating with their phenotype; they mutated largely through T cell passage, all showed sequence characteristics deviating from M tropic/NSI to different extents. HMA results indicated the complexity of virus groups was low at the very beginning of the passage and kept high later. We concluded that these viruses tried mutating to different directions to adapt the T cell line but all failed. Although env gene correlates with cell tropism, coreceptor usage and HIV syncytium inducing, it may have relationship with the whole genome, whether these phenotypes are present or not. The results imply that there is no T tropic/SI strain in the M topic/NSI virus pool in early infection, it is generated later following continued infection in vivo.